The role of metabolites in bioequivalency assessment. II. Drugs with linear pharmacokinetics and first-pass effect.
Simulations were conducted to address the question of whether metabolite data are required for bioequivalence evaluation of immediate release formulations with drugs exhibiting linear pharmacokinetics and first-pass effect. Plasma level-time profiles were generated for parent drug and metabolite using relevant rate constants obtained from a bivariate normal distribution and designated random error. Simulation results showed that the need for metabolite data (Cmax) in the assessment of bioequivalence depends on the relative variability between the absorption process of the drug and first-pass route for metabolite(s). The importance of metabolite Cmax data in the evaluation of rate of availability is clearly demonstrated for drugs with a high degree of intra-subject variation in the first-pass metabolism compared to the absorption process of the drug. Under such conditions, a wider confidence interval was found for the metabolite rather than parent drug. Opposite results were obtained when the intra-subject variance was high for drug absorption relative to first-pass effect. Discrepancies were observed for the scenarios in which the elimination pathway of the metabolite is more variable than the absorption process of the drug. The simulation results were in agreement with real bioequivalence data. It is thus recommended that, in the absence of the information on the relative variability of absorption and first-pass process, both parent drug and metabolite data be included for documentation of bioequivalence, should the metabolite(s) play an important role in the determination of efficacy and safety of the drug.